**Opposed Blade Damper (KXKA)**

Acts as a volume controller adjustable from the face of the diffuser, and as a neck-mounted equalizing grid. Available to fit all square and rectangular diffusers, with and without round inlet transitions. The damper is lever operated and adjusted from the face of the diffuser. Mounts in the square or rectangular neck. Made of electrogalvanized steel. See page A3 for NC correction factors to apply when damper is partially closed.

**MODEL NUMBERING SYSTEM – Diffuser Accessories - Opposed Blade Damper (KXKA)**

- **K** - Diffuser
- **X** - Accessory
- **A** - Steel Opposed Blade Damper For Square & Rectangular Neck Louvered Diffusers
- **S** - Long Blades (Standard)
- **L** - Long Blades
- **06** - Through 24 - 24' in 3' Increments
- **20** - Mill Finish
- **04** - Gray
- **F** - Fusible Link (Model KXKA Only)

**NOTES:**

- Fusible link option is UL listed, but the damper is not.